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give Ferdinand an infinitely firmer hold on the western half of his
territories, and to his appointment aa the emperor'i vicegerent in the
empire, irrespective of the fate of the ooanoil of regency. In these years
Ferdinand begins to show the characteristics which distinguished him
in far riper year*, in the period, for instance, which followed the Schmal-
kaldic war. On the one hand we note the loyalty towards bis brother,
on the other the imperial and territorial ambitions which would vault
lightly over the obstacles and entanglements with which his daily coarse
was thickly studded. He would be king of the Romans and imperial
vicar in Italy ; he would add the oounty of Burgundy with its Alsatian
appendages, and even the duchy of Milan, to bis already wide hereditary
possessions, Ferdinand's character is an instructive lesson on the con-
flict between ambition and good sense.

The author has treated his extremely complex subject with singular
perspicuity, and he has handled his masses of material from archives with
much skill. A slightly fuller introduction to the recurring theme of the
liability of Charles and Ferdinand for Maximilian's debt* might be
advantageous. A most useful appendix contains the text of the treaties
of Worms and Brussels, and of the publication of the hitter in 1625.

E. ABMSTBOKO.

Ambastadt* en AngUierrt d* Jean du Bellay. Par V. L. BOUHBUXT et
P. DB VAisfliftBB. Tome I**". ('Archives de l'Histoire Religieuse de
h. France.') (Paris: Picard. 1906.)

THE importance of Jean du Bellay's diplomatic- reports has long been
recognised on both sides of the Channel, and to the student of Brewer
and Gsirdner's great collection of LeUtrt and Papen of tha R*ign
of Htnrg VIII they are familiar in an English and shortened garb.
A complete edition of tho dedpateht* in their original form was clearly
a task whioh French scholarship was called upon to perform, and this
task—or rather a first instalment of it—has been most efficiently carried
out by the two editors whose volume is under review. The work cannot
have been easy, for the correspondence of the bishop of Bayonne Is
scattered about in'more than fifty manuscripts, some of which are in
London, others in Paris and at Chan tally, and the handwriting of the
sixteenth century leaves much to be desired. It is, indeed, somewhat
disappointing that ' the most complete obscurity ' envelopes the early life
of one of the greatest diplomatists of the sixteenth century. We know
practically nothing of Jean da Bellay until 1627, whan, a man about
thirty-0ve years of age, he was sent to London in the train of the grand-
master Montmorenoy, on a special mission to Henry VLH. It Is from
this point, with the instructions given to the French ambassador on
£6 September 1627, that the preseDt collection of dooumenta begins.

The student of English history who knows his l*tt*rt and Pap*rt
will not gather much that is new to him from this volume, though
forty-one pieces out of 193 (including three letters from Wolsey) are
not to be found in Brewer and Gairdner. It should also be remembered
that the letters of Du Bellay'i first embassy—and the present volume
only deals with the first embassy, September 1627-February 1629—are
less interesting than the correspondence of the second mission, so that it
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U quite likely that we may have some important novelties to discuss on
the appearance of MM. Bourrilly and Vaissidre's second volume, Ai it
13, a passage on the reluctanoe of the English to make war upon the
Flemings (no. GO), some new details about the sweating sickness
(noe. 120, 128), a paragraph about Edward Seymour (no. 141), and the
ambose&dor'E outspoken and passionate demands to be recalled, with their
humorous note of exaggeration (noe. 86,120), strike us as the meat interest-
ing points in the new documents. A comparison of one or two of the
EnglUh analyses with their French originals gives oi renewed confidence
in the excellence of the work done by the editors of the Letters and
Papers. H. A. L. FIBHEB,

Calendar of State Papers, Foreign Series, of the Reign of Elizabeth,
1681-2, preserved in the Public Reoord Office. Edited by ARTHUB
JOHN BUTLER, M.A. (London H.M. Stationery Office. 1907.)

MB. BUTLER maintains a steady paoe with the foreign calendar of
Eliiabeth's reign, and tho publication of this series of documents is only
one year further in arrears than it was when he began. His first Toloine,
covering the years 1677-0, is dated 1001; this, which extends to April 1682,
is dated 1907; so that in six \eara' work some four years' documents
have been calendared, and whereas in 1901 tho calendar was throe
hundred and twenty-four years behindhand, in 1907 it is three hundred
and twenty-five. No quicker rate of progress is possible so long as the
Treasury can only employ one oditor on this series and publish one volume
a year. And even a volume a year compares favourably with the Letters
aiul Papers of Eenry VIII, which will have taken fifty years to cover the
thirty-eight years of Henry's reign. Two editors share that labour, but
their scope is far wider than the Foreign Calendar and their prodoot
more complete. Indeed, the necessity for compression has driven Mr.
Butler to expedients which seriously impair the usefulness of these
volumes. Not only are documents outside the Record Office excluded
from the calendar, but this volume excludes documents in the Record
Offioe if they have been previously printed—a far cry from the admirable
practice of the earlier editors of this series of calendaring already
printed document*, such as those in Foxe, the originals of which are lost.
Thus the most important despatches relating to Walsingham's mission to
France in August 1681 were printed in Sir Dudley Digges's Compleat
Ambassador, 1065 ; they are consequently not calendared here, although
Digges's book is very scarce, his editing very careless, and the story
incomprehensible without them. A similar self-denying ordinance is
enforced with regard to the papers in the Hatfield calendar.

Mr. Uutler deals very well with documents where he has a free hand,
and there is much of the highest value in this volume. Few series of
original documents afford so seTere a teat of historical aptitude as those
detailing the marriage negotiations between Elisabeth, Anjou, Henry III ,
and Catherine de' Medici. Henry described Eliiabeth as la pltu fine
fame da monde ; his mother was no mean mistress of finesse, and Henry
himself was the ablest of the four Valois brothers. The truth does not
lie in what they say, and the documents must be read between the lines.
Did Eliiabeth ever mean to marry Anjoa? Mr. Butler says not.
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